
Think with a BIGGER PERSPECTIVE
Corporate Sponsor Session

A8 Sage EDUCATION ALLIANCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Melissa Lutman, Sage
Did you know that Sage has an Education Alliance program that allows you to use Sage in
your classroom free of charge? It’s true! Sage offers not just software but yearly upgrades,
support and discounted certification for your business and accounting course. Join the Sage
team for an overview of what the free membership includes and the benefits for your classroom
and your students.

Information Technology

A9 FOR THE “MAKERS” IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Kathleen Moraghan, Simcoe County DSB
Put your students’ Androids to use and help guide them in the highly creative process of App
Making. In this session you will learn how to use MIT App Inventor in the classroom. This easy
to use graphical coding environment is a “must use” tool. Get your free “Maker Cards” and APP
Inventor “Concept Cards”. Learn how easy it is to create a “text to speech” app & “finger
drawing” app. Discover the possibilities!

Marketing

A10 TRENDS IN MARKETING
Debbie Michailidis, Toronto DSB
Participants will discuss current marketing trends and discover practical applications that will
engage their students.

Grades 9 & 10

A11 EVEN MORE BBI LABS...
Ed Hicken, Upper Grand DSB
Hands-on activities will be provided in the form of business “labs” for BBI. Use these labs for
formative or summative assessments. Students enjoy low-tech, easy-to-organize activities
without being mark-driven. Resources are field-tested and proven successful. New and previ-
ously presented “labs” will be explored. All are DI-tastic (Differentiated Instruction), engage
students and feature optional evaluation.

Session B (12:45-2:00 p.m.)

General Business

B1 FINANCIAL LITERACY - UNDERSTANDING HOW TO BUILD AND
MAINTAIN GOOD CREDIT

Amedeo Perfetto, Adele Iozzo, Educators Financial Group
A NEW curriculum-based workshop geared towards Grade 11 and 12 students. Give students
an understanding of how to build and maintain good credit as they enter the next phase in
their life (i.e. University, College or the working world). We offer both a student and an adult
version of this workshop.

General Business

B2 WHAT DO DRIVING A CAR, OWNING A BAKERY, SELLING HOT DOGS
AND HAVING A PARTY HAVE IN COMMON?

Beverly Lewis-Hunte, The Insurance Institute
Help students understand that insurance is a part of business and everything we do in society!
In this session we will discuss issues ranging from budgetary responsibility related to the
ownership of assets to personal and social expectations surrounding adequate coverage.

General Business

B3 DRAGONS’ NEST: WHERE YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS SPREAD THEIR WINGS
Dianne Fitzpatrick, Lata Persaud, Peel DSB
Dragons’ Nest, the Learning Partnership’s new secondary business class program, was
inspired by teachers who wanted to create a safe and nurturing learning experience. Budding
entrepreneurs will create and launch real ventures with Business partners who help prepare
them for their entry into the culminating “Dragons’ Den” arena. “Dragons’ Nest” is aligned
with the Grade 9-12 Ontario Business Studies curriculum. Inspire your students to create their
own future!

Thursday,April 28, 2016

Session A (10:15-11:30 a.m.)

General Business

A1 BUILDING COMMUNITY THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL INITIATIVE GAMES
(HANDS-ON)

Bill Schoenhardt, York Region DSB
Come learn a series of no and low prop games, initiatives and de-inhibiters that can be used
in virtually any classroom to help build a more cohesive community of students. These are
designed to increase 21st century learning skills and get kids talking. Come ready to partici-
pate and have some fun.

General Business

A2 CASE ANALYSIS
Mike Sullivan, Linda Traill, Professors, Centennial College
This workshop is targeted to Business Educators who would like to add to their student-centred
hands-on learning toolkit. This session will cover where to find and tips for teaching case
analysis examples appropriate for all levels and areas of business classes. Special attention will
be paid to creating a dynamic, hands-on experience for students with exemplars, rubrics, and
tip sheets for participants.

General Business

A3 INFOGRAPHICS!
Tina Striftobolas, Ian Da Silva, David Oppenheimer, Toronto DSB
How do you take research and organize it into an easy-to-understand picture? Think Infographics!
Students will rethink digital literacy, learn design software and enhance their communication
skills while exploring current legal, social and ethical issues.

Business Leadership

A4 DEVELOPING INQUIRY-BASED LEARNING TOOLS FOR BUSINESS CLASSES
Pieter Toth, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
Are you interested in learning how to develop practical, inquiry-based learning tools and
strategies for use in any business class? This interactive workshop will provide a variety of ready-
to-use tools, models and sample assignments to engage your students.

Information Technology

A5 GOOGLE CLASSROOM
Casey Daleman, York Region DSB
New to the Google Apps for Education suite is Google Classroom. A dynamic platform that
effectively engages students and teachers in a variety of ways; including discussion posts,
individualized assignments and content distribution. Attendees should have a GAPPS account
with their Board (i.e. @gapps.yrdsb.ca).

Information Technology

A6 USING SMARTPHONES IN THE CLASSROOM
Bruce White, Thames Valley DSB
Using Smartphones in the classroom? Most students use their phones to text, send photos and
access the Internet. Let’s explore how we can use their phones to connect their world to the
classroom. Come join in the discussion to share your ideas and experiences.

Entrepreneurship

A7 BUSINESS FAIR FOR YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
Stefano Stradiotto, Toronto Catholic DSB
This workshop will outline the step-by-step process used to inspire Grade 11 Entrepreneurship
students to research, plan, and carry out a business fair marketplace in front of the school
cafeteria during lunch time. Upon completion of the business fair, students write a business
plan for their small venture. Rubrics and outlines will be provided.



General Business

B4 TEACHING AS A SECOND LANGUAGE: DECODING THE JARGON
Pieter Toth, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
How many times do you encounter educational acronyms? NPDL, TLE, IBL, SAMR, Ithink,
21CF, KBT. Whether you are an acro-phile or an acro-phobe this session is for you! We will be
breaking down these acronyms and decoding the meaning within - and all with a focus on
business classrooms! (New Pedagogies for Deep Learning, Transforming Learning Everywhere,
Inquiry-Based Learning, Substitution-Augmentation-Modification-Redefinition, Integrative
Thinking, 21st Century Fluencies, Knowledge Building Techniques).

Information Technology

B5 TECHNOLOGY FOR INQUIRY-BASED BUSINESS CLASSES
Candace Bamber, Toronto DSB
Business learning comes to life with Inquiry-based approaches; doing Inquiry in a technology-
rich environment takes business learning to a whole new level. This workshop is about how to
set up and manage a technology environment to engage students in Inquiry-based learning
in the Business classroom.

Accounting

B6 CPA ONTARIO TEACHER COLLEAGUE PROGRAM RESOURCES WORKSHOP
Jordan Cukier, Kim Tran, CPA Ontario
Our workshop will highlight the resources that are available to CPA Ontario Teacher Colleague
Program participants and will feature a new workshop CPAO created for this year that focuses
on financial literacy and basic budgeting.

Information Technology

B7 BTT: IT’S ALL ABOUT TECHNOLOGY
David Thairs, Eric Dunbar, Toronto DSB
Find out the latest resources and computer technology used in the BTT classroom. We explore
different topics such as Moodle, Moviemaker and various video software. We will take an in-
depth look at the culminating activity and provide resources ready for your classroom.

Law/Economics

B8 TEACHING THE LAW BY BREAKING THE RULES
Kevin MacTavish, Toronto DSB
Those asked to teach Law often experience fear, trepidation and loathing: the curriculum is
confusing; the terms of art archaic (Latin, anyone?); and doesn’t one need to have studied law
in order to teach it? This presentation will discuss and demonstrate numerous approaches to
the teaching of Law in Ontario high schools with the goal of showing that only in a Law class
can we break all the rules and teach anything. The curriculum is wide-open and any topic is
fair game. Unleash your inner advocate! (And as a bonus, during this presentation you’ll
finally learn the actual difference between murder and manslaughter)

Accounting

B9 ACCOUNTING AS A SECOND LANGUAGE - AME ENGAGE 11&12
Kevin Martindale, AME Learning
Learn more from current users who are flipping their classes using AME Engage Accounting 11
& 12 - dynamic online and interactive learning tutorials using the AME “Accounting Maps” as
companion resources in BAF3M and BAT4M.

Law and Economics

B10 CREATIVE RESOURCES FOR ECONOMICS
Brian Raposo, York Region DSB
From video resources to game simulations, economic “raps” and comics, this workshop will
provide a variety of projects and resources to participants. A must for the first time economics
teacher! Participants are encouraged to bring in their own external drives (USBs).

General Business

B11 REVIVING REVIEW DAYS THROUGH GAMES
Emily Marotta-Kulcsar, York Region DSB
It has long been proven that incorporating games to reinforce content review, or to learn new
skills, results in improved test scores. Liven up review days with a collection of resources and
relevant links. Adding new activities to review periods will revive interest, and ultimately
ensure knowledge retention.

Session C (2:30-3:45 p.m.)

General Business

C1 PROJECT-BASED LEARNING IN THE BUSINESS CLASSROOM
Debbie Michailidis, Leanne Boutillier, Toronto DSB
Students learn best from “real-world” experiences. In this session learn how to design and
implement Project-Based Learning “lessons” from individual student assignments and group
class projects to school-wide initiatives for powerful learning opportunities in the classroom.
Example projects from Sports and Entertainment Marketing, Marketing and Accounting
courses will be shared.

Marketing

C2 USING DRAGONS’ DEN, THE APPRENTICE, UNDERCOVER BOSS
AND OTHERS

Trevor Nurmi, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
It’s more than just pushing play! Learn how to use specific episodes and integrate them into
a variety of Business courses. Best practices from several teachers will be shared.

Entrepreneurship

C3 “EVERYTHING ENTREPRENEURIAL“– RESOURCES, PARTNERSHIPS,
TRENDS AND MORE.

Trevor Allen, Ottawa-Carleton DSB
Have you been part of Make Your Pitch, JA Company, Perfect Pitch, Summer Company or the
SHSM I.C.E. Certification? Partnered with Futurepreneur, Sok Jok, Be Entrepreneurial or
Shopify’s e-commerce University? Heard about ideation, business model canvasing and civic
innovation? These activities, resources and tools can enhance any business class. Classic reach
ahead learning opportunities for your SHSM students or easy accessible “take aways” for those
just starting out!

International Business

C4 MAKING BBB4M PROJECT BASED & FUN!
Antonia Liapis, Peel DSB
Focus on how to engage International Business students through differentiated instruction and
target the 21st century learner. Learn how to make this course project and team based! A few
examples of assessments to be discussed include: Settlers of Catan Trade Simulation, Sesame
Street Cultural Muppets, IB Challenges and Global Export Trade Show. Each participant will
receive electronic resources of all assessments discussed.

Grades 9 & 10

C5 BTT, INQUIRY AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Alex Sillett, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
The BTT curriculum lends itself to a variety of interactive and engaging tools. Come out to
participate in a conversation around how the inquiry method can help you to pique the
interest of your junior business students, and take away some practical first steps of integrating
it into your classroom.

Information Technology

C6 GOOGLE CLASSROOM IN A BUSINESS CLASSROOM
Deb Goggin, Avon Maitland DSB
An introduction to Google Classroom and how it can be used to reduce paper, organize
resources and assess student work. Google benefits both teachers and students in either a 1:1
environment or a BYOD environment.

Information Technology

C7 CREATING VIDEOS AND MULTIMEDIA FOR THE CLASSROOM
Bruce White, Thames Valley DSB
Learn about programs to create multimedia, and video movies. Incorporate photos, video,
and text to tell a story and introduce a topic. Learn about scripting, video editing, and more.
Explore the resources available that enable students to use the tools they learned outside the
classroom. Bring examples that your students have created to share with the group. Lights!
Camera! Action!

Business Leadership

C8 RADICAL LEADERSHIP
Josef Stetter, Ottawa-Carleton DSB
This workshop will provide a unique perspective on the difference between leaders and
managers and how different companies operate. Understanding and demonstrating soft skills
that can change the world will also be covered.



Accounting

C9 SUMMATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR ACCOUNTING
Mike Atkins, York Region DSB
CPA Ontario is rolling out brand-new cases for both BAF3M and BAT4M. These teacher-
prepared and CPA Ontario-reviewed cases are anchored in the Ontario curriculum expectations
and are well-suited for use as a summative activity.

SHSM

C10 BUSINESS FIELD TRIPS GALORE…EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING,
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES & MORE!

Deb Johnson, Dufferin-Peel Catholic DSB
Is your school considering a Business SHSM? Are you interested in finding out more information
about business programs at colleges and universities? Are you thinking about going on field
trips to local businesses in the future? This workshop will provide a network of contacts for you
to begin your own rolodex of names and network with companies and college/university
recruiters. See firsthand how experiential learning can enhance your school’s business pro-
gram!

Information Technology

C11 YOU COULD BE FAMOUS-PUBLISHING FOR REAL
Mary Jane Page, Halton DSB
Help students build an authentic audience of followers. Improve literacy and student pride by
producing high quality work that’s shared publicly. We’ll look at publishing through websites,
blogging and setting up a YouTube channel. Assignments, exemplars, tools, tutorials and
rubrics will be provided.

Friday,April 29, 2016

Session D (10:00-11:15 a.m.)

General Business

D1 COGNITIVE THINKING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Pieter Toth, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
This session is designed to explore the three big ideas in cognitive thinking: inquiry-based
learning, integrative thinking, and knowledge building. Each idea will be presented, dis-
cussed, and experienced by participants in a way to pique your interest and provide you with
practical understanding and resources to begin using these valuable concepts in your classes
immediately!

General Business

D2 CUSTOMER SERVICE
Terry Pruner, Professor, Centennial College
Customer service skills such as communication, leadership, collaboration, and conflict resolution
are in high demand in every industry. In this workshop, you will get the tools for teaching
customer and client profiling to your students, along with a number of customer service role-
play scenarios with rubrics. Can be used in BMX3E, BMI3C, BOH4M, BOG4E

Information Technology

D3 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL MEDIA
Nicole Giberson, Rosy Nadalin Kennedy, York Region DSB
Many people are expected to be “social media experts” in the corporate world yet receive no
formal training. Our Social Media Unit uses Twit Chats, Socrative conversations, and Pinterest
boards to teach the topic, and challenges students to use critical thinking before using their
social media, then focussing on how to use social media in a positive way. Assignments and
resources will be shared and explained. Bring an electronic device for the activities.

Law and Economics

D4 CURRENT EVENTS IN ECONOMICS
Dinu Chande, Ottawa-Carleton DSB
“Are Canada’s economic policies and priorities aligned with your idea of progress? Which would
you change and why?” This workshop will be an interactive session where new and experienced
Economics teachers can brainstorm and share best practices about how to best infuse current
events and accountable talk into our classrooms and how to align our daily activities with a
meaningful and engaging over-arching question.

Accounting

D5 TEACHING WITH SAGE 50
Alana Fryer, Sage
Participants will work with practical exercises, including creating a company, processing daily
transactions, preparing adjustments and viewing the audit trail. Throughout this session,
participants will be provided with creative ways to use Sage 50 in the classroom in a way that
will engage students and enhance learning.

Information Technology

D6 IPAD APPS IN BTT
Deb Goggin, Avon Maitland DSB
Participants will focus on the use of iPads in the BTT classroom. Explore apps that effectively
engage students (and avoid those that don’t)!

Information Technology

D7 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO USING THE D2L
Remo Iacoe, Halton Catholic DSB
In this session we will review the theory behind blended learning and the flipped classroom.
In addition, discussions on how to use Desire to Learn (D2L) will help you get up and running
in this area. Videos resources will be presented to enhance the participants’ experience.

Information Technology

D8 CREATING VIDEOS AND MULTIMEDIA FOR THE CLASSROOM
Bruce White, Thames Valley DSB
Learn about programs to create multimedia, and video movies. Incorporate photos, video,
and text to tell a story and introduce a topic. Learn about scripting, video editing, and more.
Explore the resources available that enable students to use the tools they learned outside the
classroom. Bring examples that your students have created to share with the group. Lights!
Camera! Action!

Marketing

D9 ENGAGING THE HARD TO ENGAGE IN MARKETING CLASS
Hilary Mattok, Toronto DSB
Take your marketing class from tuned out to lit up with this fun framework for discovering and
applying marketing principles, tested on some of the most difficult to engage students. Using
the Apprentice reality show as the framework, you will learn to study marketing in action
through the TV series, and then have your students carry out a series of challenges you never
thought they would be willing to do.

SHSM

D10 BUSINESS SHSM - ENGAGING STUDENTS FOR SUCCESS
Aly Hirji, Toronto DSB
This workshop will detail the success of building a Business SHSM through field trips, partner
certifications, outreach programs, school educator team & board partners, community institu-
tions and co-op placements. Resources and programming will be shared.

Information Technology

D11 BTT PUBLISHING HOUSE
May Wong, Peel DSB
Tired of doing the same assignments for BTT 1O every year? Wish you can make the course more
relevant and engaging for students while meeting curriculum expectations? Want the depart-
ment to be noticed by admin? Come learn how one teacher has collaborated with others and
opened her BTT class as a service business to the school. The BTT class has created posters and
brochures as well as managing social media tasks such as Throwback Thursday and Photo
Friday. (Feel free to change)

Session E (11:45 - 1:00 p.m.)

General Business

E1 MOTIVATING/INSPIRING STUDENTS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
Bill Kechnie, Avon Maitland DSB
We will examine key factors that allow teachers to be their best in terms of motivating and
inspiring students in any business education course. Presentation topics include: the mindset
of the teacher, how to individualize the class, and how to show interest and compassion with
parents and students. Illustrations will be used to inspire and challenge participants.



Accounting

E2 FRAUDS AND SCAMS
Craig Geoffrey, Professor, University of Waterloo
An examination of financial frauds and scams over the past two decades with specific emphasis
on Canadian situations.

Entrepreneurship

E3 DRAGONS’ NEST: WHERE YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS SPREAD THEIR WINGS
Dianne Fitzpatrick, Lata Persaud, Peel DSB
Dragons’ Nest, the Learning Partnership’s new secondary business class program, was
inspired by teachers who wanted to create a safe and nurturing learning experience. Budding
entrepreneurs will create and launch real ventures with Business partners who help prepare
them for their entry into the culminating “Dragons’ Den” arena. “Dragons’ Nest” is aligned
with the Grade 9-12 Ontario Business Studies curriculum. Inspire your students to create their
own future!

General Business

E4 TECH TOOL SMACKDOWN!
Kari Peters, Michael Goldberg, Toronto DSB
This session will explore tech tools – smackdown style! A variety of tools that will engage
students through tech integration will be presented in three minute chunks. Come and explore
and “tech” up your business classroom!

Accounting

E5 ACCOUNTING AS A SECOND LANGUAGE - AME ENGAGE 11&12
Kevin Martindale, Sam Jalees, AME Learning
Learn more from current users who are flipping their classes using AME Engage Accounting 11
& 12 - dynamic online and interactive learning tutorials using the AME “Accounting Maps” as
companion resources in BAF3M and BAT4M.

International Business

E6 CREATIVE RESOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Brian Raposo, York Region DSB
Engaging videos, meaningful case studies and exciting negotiation simulations will be shared.
This workshop will provide a variety of resources and assignments to participants. A must for
the first time International Business Teacher or any teacher looking for fresh ideas.

Information Technology

E7 GOING COMPLETELY GOOGLE APPS FOR BTT1O
Richard Grignon, Ottawa-Carleton DSB
This workshop will demonstrate the various Google Apps and third party Google Drive Apps to
meet and deliver the BTT1O Information Technology curriculum expectations.

Information Technology

E8 USING SMARTPHONES IN THE CLASSROOM
Bruce White, Thames Valley DSB
Using Smartphones in the classroom? Most students use their phones to text, send photos and
access the Internet. Let’s explore how we can use their phones to connect their world to the
classroom. Come join in the discussion to share your ideas and experiences.

Business Leadership

E9 HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES TO ENHANCE THE BOH4M CURRICULUM
Fern Lackenbauer, DSB of Niagara
Are you interested in enhancing the course notes and theories presented in Business Leader-
ship? Discover a new, action-oriented approach and activities that will challenge and engage
your students!

General Business

E10 FLIPPIN’ THE BIZ
Jason Richea, Peel DSB
Flipped learning provides an opportunity for teachers and students to engage in greater
inquiry practices in the classroom. Popular in many math and science classrooms, it can also
be a popular teaching practice for your business classroom. This session will explore the how
and why to flip your business class; as well as share experiences from flipping Marketing,
International Business, and Business Technology.

Information Technology

E11 FOR THE “MAKERS” IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Kathleen Moraghan, Simcoe County DSB
Put your students’ Androids to use and help guide them in the highly creative process of App
Making. In this session you will learn how to use MIT App Inventor in the classroom. This easy
to use graphical coding environment is a “must use” tool. Get your free “Maker Cards” and APP
Inventor “Concept Cards”. Learn how easy it is to create a “text to speech” app & “finger
drawing” app. Discover the possibilities!

Session F (2:00 - 3:15 p.m.)

General Business

F1 WORLD TRADE GAME
Andrew Wybrow, Avon Maitland DSB
Participants will take part in the World Trade Game. This activity can be used in a variety of
courses to help introduce concepts ranging from business leadership, production methods,
planning and ethics. Material requirements, handouts and game rules will be provided.

General Business

F2 BUSINESS ON THE FRONT PAGE
Karthiga Dharmananda, Alnoor Karim, Toronto DSB
Explore turn-key lessons on current event topics in a critical manner to engage your students.
These topics range from issues in the Canadian housing market to the world’s response to
Russia’s actions over Crimea. See how world issues can be linked to many courses and
curriculum strands. Engage students with facts, anecdotes, and short clips that YOU can
present in a fun and informative way.

General Business

F3 EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN BUSINESS STUDIES
Amul Gandhi, York Region DSB
Business is a discipline that can provide great experiential learning opportunities in the
classroom. School-wide competitions, community outreach programs, field trips and cross-
course projects are some of the projects that will be discussed at this workshop.

General Business

F4 HOW CONNECTIONS WITH ROTARY BENEFIT STUDENTS
Cheryl Stephenson, Simcoe County DSB
Learn about the programs that are geared for youth through your local Rotary club. We’ll
show you what these programs look like and how our youth can greatly benefit through this
network of connections.

General Business

F5 LESSONS IN FINANCE
Greg Cawsey, Upper Grand DSB
Participants will receive personal finance lesson ideas from a “Lessons in Finance” series of
published columns. “Financial Fridays” are designed to spark class discussions and support
class activities and financial literacy.

Information Technology

F6 BTT REIMAGINED: TAKING CURRICULUM FROM 2006 TO 2016
Kaitlin Wasylycia, Independent SB
This workshop offers creative—yet free and simple—ways to make BTT1O current and
relevant to students. Resources will be provided for each strand, including but not limited to
assignments, minds-on activities, student-approved videos, and projects using free software.
This session is designed to help refresh the course and spark the interest of your students. Please
bring a device for take aways !

Information Technology

F7 BYOD OMG!
Candace Bamber, Toronto DSB
Laptops. Phones. Tablets. Watches! Apple! Microsoft! GAFE! Samsung! Blackberry! A “Bring
Your Own Device” classroom can be overwhelming. But it doesn’t have to be. Learn how to
adjust your mindset and adapt your practices to lower your stress and increase student
engagement in the BYOD Business classroom.

Grades 9 & 10

F8 PROJECT-BASED LEARNING AND GOOGLE CLASSROOM
Derryl Fain, Toronto DSB
Teachers explore how to use project-based learning, through the GOOGLE classroom, as a
method of teaching and learning. PBL leads to greater success and long-term retention of
information.

Grades 9 & 10

F9 GAMIFICATION OF BBI
Trevor Nurmi, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
Who doesn’t like to play games? This session will provide many on-line and low-tech games,
simulations and challenges for Intro to Business classes. These activities are part of a semester-
long “Apprentice” style competition that will be shared. Engage your students by getting them
out of their seats!
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Business Leadership

F10 BOH LEADERSHIP VENTURE CULMINATING PROJECT
Pieter Toth, Hamilton-Wentworth DSB
Are you interested in developing a personal portfolio project for BOH as an independent Study
Unit? What about running a real-life charity fundraiser as the Culminating Venture Project in
BOH? How about a client-based final exam that focuses on higher order thinking skills? This
session will go through the process for developing authentic and impactful projects for the final
evaluations within the BOH course. Materials and students’ samples will be discussed and
provided electronically for participants.

General Business

F11 CREATING A PROFESSIONAL NETWORK USING LINKEDIN
Debbie Michailidis, Leanne Boutillier, Toronto DSB
Students are great with social media but what is their on-line presence saying about them?
Let’s get students to shift their mindset from their “social” network to a “professional” network!
This session will cover developing a personal brand and the importance of a positive, profes-
sional, on-line presence. A variety of digital tools and resources will be shared.


